THE FOLLOWING DIAGRAMS SHOW AREAS THAT ARE CONSIDERED TO BE UNSAFE

NO STANDING AREAS ARE SHOWN WITH STRIPES

- LEFT OR RIGHT CORNER
- LEFT OR RIGHT AT CROSSROADS
- LEFT OR RIGHT AT CROSSROADS
- LEFT OR RIGHT HAIRPINS
- LEFT OR RIGHT SWEEPERS
- LEFT OR RIGHT T-JUNCTIONS
- CROSSROADS AND ESSES/CHICANES

Use this guide to ensure safe viewing in areas outside designated spectator points

SPECTATING SAFELY

NEVER...
× Never stand in prohibited areas (study the spectator viewing diagrams)
× Never stand or sit close to the edge of the road.
× Never stand below the level of the road (or in gutters or culverts)
× Never stand in run-off (escape) routes for the competing cars
× Never sit down at a location on the same level as the cars - you need to be standing so that you are able to move away quickly if necessary
× Never stand in front of arrows or signs relevant to the running of the event
× Never be distracted - always face the competing cars
× Never stand on or cross the road while it is officially closed
× Never play games with your safety, or with that of the competitors
× Never light fires or BBQs or drop cigarette butts. They can cause major fires with serious consequences.
× Never stand in front of fences or objects preventing you from moving quickly
× Never remove rally signs or arrows
× Never be distracted

SAFETY IS OUR #1 PRIORITY

SPECTATING SAFELY

ALWAYS...
✔ Stay ALERT and expect the unexpected
✔ Stand in a safe location
✔ Consider your own safety and that of others at all times
✔ Stand where you can see the competing cars coming and going
✔ Listen for approaching cars
✔ Leave yourself room to move away quickly
✔ Keep children under constant and close supervision
✔ Leave pets at home, please don’t bring them to a spectator area
✔ Obey Rally Officials – they are there to ensure the event runs within the safety guidelines prescribe by CAMS
✔ Take your rubbish home with you and keep our forests clean
✔ Help the officials to run a safe stage

BE SURE THAT...
• The unexpected can happen

PLEASE PROTECT
• Yourself
• Others around you
• Other people’s property
• Wildlife and Flora

SAFETY IS OUR #1 PRIORITY

Rally Emergency - 0488 679 287 or 000

DISCLAIMER
EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY, RELEASE AND ASSUMPTION OF RISK

MOTORSPORT IS DANGEROUS

In exchange for being able to attend or participate in the event, you agree:
• to release Confederation of Australian Motor Sport Ltd (“CAMS”) and Australian Motor Sport Commission Ltd, promoters, sponsor organisations, landowners and lessees, organisers of the event, their respective servants, officials, representatives and agents (collectively, the “Associated Entities”) from all liability for your death, personal injury (including burns), psychological trauma, loss or damage (including property damage) (“harm”) howsoever arising from your participation in or attendance at the event, except to the extent prohibited by law;
• that CAMS and the Associated Entities do not make any warranty, implied or express, that the event services will be provided with due care and skill or that any materials provided in connection with the services will be fit for the purpose for which they are supplied; and
• to attend or participate in the event at your own risk.

You acknowledge that:
• the risks associated with attending or participating in the event include the risk that you may suffer harm as a result of:
  • motor vehicles (or parts of them) colliding with other motor vehicles, persons or property;
  • acts of violence and other harmful acts (whether intentional or inadvertent) committed by persons attending or participating in the event; and
  • the failure or unsuitability of facilities (including grand-stands, fences and guard rails) to ensure the safety of persons or property at the event.
• motor sport is dangerous and that accidents causing harm can and do happen and may happen to you.